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BeOnTop has occupied a niche for itself as one of the notable pay-per-clicks. Now, in the era of Yandex, my position has become more balanced, but I have retained the old position for this query and give advantage in search results over competitors who entered the market under a new name. For those who want to learn more about the html-layout of one of the sites that I demonstrate on the portfolio page, and see how the
problem of vertical planning is solved, I recommend that you read the monograph: "Vertical site planning". I have been doing Web design for more than a year, or even two. Currently, it is a very profitable business that generates income with minimal risk. There was always competition, but it was still decreasing, which allowed us to move the site to the tops of search engines. Last year we published the book "How to create and
promote your blog through a site for 500 rubles." The book was written on the basis of practical experience and presented in a simple and accessible language. The author tried to explain in an accessible form what HTML and CSS are, how to create and promote websites correctly. Why was this book written now? The fact is that we realized the importance of Internet marketing for business and almost simultaneously achieved
significant results in the promotion of several projects. The first of them is the site "W-Promo.Ru", which is the leader in its market in the provision of various services on the Web. I, like many other specialists, came to the second project through the study of web site design. The main differences between the sites of web development market leaders All services provided on the Websites are expressed in the following terms: 1.

Site design (sketch or ready-made design) 2. Site menu (attributes, site maps, their basic elements, general site navigation elements) 3.Content management system 4. Program code 5. Flash-animation 6. System for posting information on the site 7. Integration with social networks 8. Text content 9. Photos 10. System requirements for creating an online store 11. Portfolio with completed projects 12. Content Site 13. Backup
Most sites initially have only a template design, which lacks certain items. From which the following follows: - When you create a site, you get a template site, which you will spend time developing, but you will not be able to implement your plan. - As a consequence, you will be forced to
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